Abstract
Given the ever-increasing complexity in attack and camouflage techniques and escalating sophistication in cybercrime activities, it is imperative to have a holistic view of the today’s cybersecurity landscape from system, network, human and social perspectives to design effective defense and response mechanisms that span multiple layers in our computing systems and can even utilize human and social factors. To this end, my research foci include not only solving hardcore system and network security problems but also understanding and leveraging security implications of human and social behaviors.

In this talk, I will present two research projects that lay at the two ends of my research spectrum: 1) building cache-based cross-world covert channels in the ARM TrustZone architecture, which is a hard-ware/system security problem. TrustZone is an architecture used by millions of mobile and IoT devices; and 2) guessing gesture-based picture passwords, which falls into the usable security category. I proposed a novel attack framework that is capable of cracking passwords on previously unseen pictures in the Microsoft Windows picture gesture authentication system, which is used by millions of users.
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